Mid-Missouri Summer Swim Conference
Fall Meeting
Sept. 15, 2010
Boonville, Centralia, California, Eldon, Mexico and Sedalia were in attendance.
Meeting was called to order by Centralia/Mexico.
Minutes of the April meeting were presented. California made the motion to accept them as printed,
Mexico seconded. Minutes were approved.
Treasurer’s Report was presented. Boonville made the motion to accept them as printed, California
seconded. Minutes were approved.
Old Business:
Championship Rotation
--Boonville noted that their new pool will be in meters and they will be able to host
championship in the year 2015.
Championship Pre-order T-shirts
--A motion was made that next year we pre-order the shirts like we did in 2010, California made
the motion, Eldon seconded it. The motion was approved.
Review of Championship
--Discussion was made about heat sheets and whether they were cost effective or not. It was
recommended that psych sheets be sent before championship to check before printing the heat sheets. A
motion was made that we should pre-order heat sheets with the t-shirts, motion made by Boonville,
California seconded. The motion was approved.
--It was decided that we need to make job description for the jobs at championship and sent out
with the assignment sheet. It was also discussed that if the pickers cannot see the results then they need
to notate it on their sheets.
--Smoking at championship was discussed and decided that it would be up to the facility and that
they information would be notated and announced. It would be good and try to make a designated area
for smokers.
--Championship pools needs to be an outside pool with adequate restroom facilities.
--The championship rotation was presented and approved. Boonville noted that if anyone needed
to use their facility they were open to anyone use it.
--A motion was made by Mexico that we score championship with California seconded it;
motion approved.
--There was discussion on stroke judges and whether they needed to be certified versus noncertified. It was decided that we discuss it at the spring meeting.
New Business:
Team Manager/Meet Manager & Data Sharing:
--It was decided that instruction be put on the website as to how to share meet results with the
website and one another. It was also discussed that everyone makes a checklist as to how to run the meet
and that sharing results with other teams be put on it.

--It was decided that we discuss at the spring meeting whether to purchase the new Team
Manager or the new Meet Manager this year, it depends on the money left in the account after the
purchase of ribbons. Along with that we decided to discuss at the spring meeting whether we needed to
collect fees this year or not and we needed to set the price at the spring meeting as well.
Swimsuit Attire
--It was decided to leave what kind of a swimsuit a swimmer wears to the swim team itself.
Regulate Swim Meet Size
--It was decided that we discuss at the spring meeting on whether we needed to regulate the size
of the meets and how to do that.
Scheduling Summer Swim Schedule
--It was decided that we send out an e-mail ahead of the spring meeting asking teams to come up
with a tentative schedule of when they would like to host meets during the summer. We would then send
out that tentative schedule a week before the spring meeting so that teams could come prepared to
schedule meets.
Location of Spring Meeting
--A motion was made to try and have the spring meeting in Jefferson City again on Wednesday,
April 20th at 6pm. Mexico made the motion with Eldon seconding it, the motion passed with a vote of 10
For and 4 Against.
Meeting was adjourned with next Meeting set for Wednesday, April 20th at Jefferson City YMCA at
6pm.

